For Graduate Students

GRADUATE WRITING RETREATS
Students enjoy distraction-free writing time with other grad students, plus mini-workshops and one-on-one feedback from writing staff.

Writing + Critical Expression Hub

WRITING CONSULTATIONS
Students can meet one-on-one with writing consultants for in-depth conversations, guidance, and reader-response feedback.

Writing + Critical Expression Hub

THESIS/DISSERTATION WRITING GROUPS
Grad students connect to form supportive writing groups that are research-proven to aid in the timely completion of writing projects.

Writing + Critical Expression Hub

writinghub@ucsd.edu
writinghub.ucsd.edu

For Graduate Instructional Assistants (IAs and TAs)

ENGLISH LANGUAGE TESTING AND CLASSES
We test international graduate students proposed as TAs who have TOEFL speaking scores of 23–27, and provide non-credit language classes for those who do not pass the test.

English Language Program for international instructors

INCLUSIVE TEACHING TOOLS
How do identity, experiences, and background affect learning? This workshop focuses on identifying and implementing strategies for engaging students of varying backgrounds and experiences.

Engaged Teaching Hub

INTRODUCTION TO COLLEGE TEACHING
Develop knowledge and skills in evidence-based effective teaching practices that support student learning through a quarter-long workshop series.

Engaged Teaching Hub

SUMMER GRADUATE TEACHING SCHOLARS (SGTS)
Graduate students are mentored through their first undergraduate teaching experience after finishing a course on effective teaching strategies.

Engaged Teaching Hub

TEACHING CHATS
Informal conversations about issues affecting you as a graduate student or postdoc instructor, occurring regularly at social venues around campus.

Engaged Teaching Hub

TEACHING CONSULTATIONS
Meet one-on-one with a Graduate Teaching Consultant to talk through questions you might have and strategies for success as an Instructional Assistant or Instructor of Record. Voluntary, confidential and personalized.

Engaged Teaching Hub

TEACHING & DIVERSITY STATEMENT WRITING WORKSHOPS
Receive guidance on writing an effective teaching statement and diversity statement, plus directed time to write and get peer feedback.

Engaged Teaching Hub

FOUNDATIONS OF TEACHING FOR STUDENT LEARNING & SUCCESS WORKSHOPS
Workshops designed to create community among graduate students interested in teaching, includes hands-on experiences and practical discussion of evidence-based teaching practices that support student learning.

Engaged Teaching Hub

To learn more, visit commons.ucsd.edu or email engagedteaching@ucsd.edu
Resources for Your Undergrads

ACADEMIC INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Opportunities for students to enrich learning with hands-on research and theory-to-practice academic internships, earning course credit while gaining professional experience. Faculty oversight required.

aipinfo@ucsd.edu
aip.ucsd.edu

LEARNING STRATEGIES
WORKSHOPS & DROP-IN HOURS
Students achieve a greater understanding of how they are learning and gain more strategies to be successful at the university level (in areas of time management, test performance, reading comprehension, concentration/memory, and stress reduction).
Academic Achievement Hub
academicachievementhub@ucsd.edu

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION
Students deepen learning and improve performance in challenging courses in peer-led collaborative learning sessions, which are supplemental to your instruction. SI sessions integrate how-to-learn with what-to-learn, fostering active student involvement. Currently offered for math, economics, and physics. Contact us to add SI to your course. Academic Achievement Hub
academicachievementhub@ucsd.edu

ENGAGED LEARNING TOOLS (ELT)
Help students discover, capture, review, and share their experiences and skills.

• Enhanced Electronic Transcript
Extends the academic transcript to include contextual information about the course.

• Co-Curricular Record (CCR)
Official record that students can print with their transcript, which highlights experiences and skills developed in opportunities beyond the classroom. Add opportunities to the CCR to recognize your students.

• Research Experience & Applied Learning (REAL) Portal
Post research positions to find students to work in your lab or on research projects.
elt@ucsd.edu
elt.ucsd.edu

TUTORING, SUBJECT AREA
One-on-one and small group tutoring in a variety of subject areas available through the Teaching + Learning Commons’ Triton Achievement Hub. We can also train your tutors in evidence-based, proven techniques.
Academic Achievement Hub
academicachievementhub@ucsd.edu

WRITING SKILLS TUTORING
One-on-one sessions with peer writing tutors for in-depth conversations, guidance, and reader-response feedback.
Writing + Critical Expression
writinghub@ucsd.edu
writinghub.ucsd.edu